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Across

1. A business with other objectives then profit

2. A business that is involved with the process of 

turning basic materials into finished products

7. People with an interest in a business

8. Money coming into a business

12. The process of establishing a business as a separate 

legal identity that allows it to benefit from limited liability

13. A product which can be obtain

15. Business owned and operated by one person

18. Rewards to enterprise

19. Long-term plans of the business from which its 

corporate objectives are derived

20. Consumer willingness and ability to buy products

24. The total value of a company's issued shares

25. The movement of cash into and out of a business

27. A general term including goods and services

31. When a business buys similar businesses to their 

original

32. A company with the sole purpose to gain profit

33. A measurement of the total goods and services 

produced within a country

34. A production doesn't harm future generations

35. If a business is in debt they can lose personal 

belongings to pay it off

Down

3. Businesses that are involved in the extraction of 

resources or the production of basic goods from natural 

resources.

4. When a business buys another business that supplies 

or sells their products

5. Resources going into production

6. Payments of cash from a corporation to its 

stockholders

9. A business supplying goods and services to other 

businesses

10. A business that is involved in the processing of 

information or the transfer of knowledge

11. A person who starts up a business

14. Debts can be paid off with business assets only

16. Costs that vary with the quantity of output produced

17. Intangible item

21. Costs that do not vary with output

22. Money coming out of a business

23. The difference between total revenue and total cost

26. Defining a market based on characteristics

28. The expenses involved with manufacturing, 

promoting, and distributing a product

29. An investor in and one of the owners of a business

30. A business that is involved in the processing or 

transfer of objects or energy.

Word Bank

VERTICALINTERGRATION VARIABLE COSTS PRODUCT COSTS

MARKET CAPITALISATION DEMOGRAPHIC SOLETRADER GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT

INCORPORATED STAKEHOLDERS SECONDARY SOCIALENTERPRISE

PROFIT SERVICE INFLOWS DIVIDENDS

BUSINESS PRIMARY TANGIBLE UNLIMITED LIABILITY

SUPPLIER ENTREPRENEUR SHAREHOLDER HORIZONTALINTERGRETION

CASHFLOW FIXED COSTS OUTFLOW RETURN

TERTIARY INPUTS AIMS QUARTERNARY

LIMITED LIABILITY SUSTAINABLEPRODUCT DEMAND


